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Though Japanese Scouting had a rather active and long history, Japanese

military authorities had not consistently encouraged the movement in occupied
territories. Evidence supports the view that, where local conditions were
favorable, Japanese authorities would permit local Scouting or introduce
Japanese-style Scouting, or Syonendan (�� ), and sometimes even made
this compulsory. On the other hand, where conditions were not favorable,
and anti-Japanese sentiments were likely to be nurtured through Scouting,
the Japanese would not hesitate to prohibit it entirely.

Taiwan was a colony of the Empire of Japan from 1895 till 1945.  Given
Japan’s long years of control over Taiwan and its active huangminhua yundong
(�� !", or assimilation movement), Taiwan Boy Scouts/Syonendan
(�� !") and other forms of pro-Japanese youth education had, of
course, been introduced (figure 11).  As an aside, it is interesting to note that

a number of Taiwanese boys were formed into a Syonendan-style boys corps
called Taiwan Shaoniantuan (�� ) from 1939 onward through to the 1940s
to assist in China’s resistance in the Sino-Japanese War, proving again that
teaching boys about their duties to the “country” in the Japanese assimilation
movement in Taiwan did not always bring the desired result (figure 12).

Korea was under
Japanese rule from
1910 to 1945, despite
anti-Japanese rallies
and uprisings from
time to time.  Scouting
(�� !")  w a s
introduced in Korea in
the 11th year of the
reign of Taisho (1922),
though, interestingly, it
was prohibited by the
Japanese occupation
authorities from 1937
till 1945.

Japanese military seized Manchuria in 1931, created the puppet
government of Manchukuo a year later, and controlled it until 1945.
Contemporary sources and verbal history on primary education in Manchukuo
indicate that the puppet government had also set up Japanese-style Scouting
in the schools (figure 13).  Zhang Peng Yuan (�� ), born in Liaoning in
1926, recalled that when he attended school in Manchukuo in 1938, he had
to join the so-called “Concord Boys’ Corps/Syonendan (�� !")” and
was given para-military training.  According to Li Lian-ju (�� ), who
kept a diary of his young Manchukuo days, membership in the Syonendan
for young people between ten and fifteen was compulsory.

After the start of the Second Sino-Japanese War in 1937, Japanese-
style Scouting was occasionally introduced in some parts of occupied China.
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Primary sources from
Qingdao indicate that in
May 1938, the Japanese
Army had collaborated
with the puppet Chinese
Government to set up the
Qingdao Chinese Boys’
Corps (�� !"#
�),  patterned after
Japanese Scouting, to
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(remove Chinese boys
from harmful influences
of Nationalist Party education... and transform them into pioneers of Sino-
Japanese friendliness and peace).”

British Scouting did not always end with Japanese occupation either.
In Shanghai, A. H. Gordon negotiated with the Japanese to allow Scouting
for boys of various nationalities (presumably excluding Chinese) to continue
in early 1942, though they were involved mainly in efforts at self sufficiency
through raising vegetables and keeping livestock in the Hungjao (Hongqiao)
Scout camp, rather than in more politically sensitive roles.

Even in French Indochina, where control was secured much later in the
war and only for a short while, Vietnamese Scouting was permitted.  After the
coup in March, 1945, Bao Dai was installed as the puppet ruler, and Vietnam
was nominally independent.  Pierre Brocheux, an Eurasian French Scout in
Saigon, recalled that the Japanese had prohibited French Scouting, but would

���use Vietnamese Scouts to control French population: “ils ont penetre dans les
` ,quartiers ou habitaient les Francais. Au bout de ma rue, ils avaient fait un

cordon sanitaire... et un scout vietnamien en faisait partie (they penetrated the
districts where the French lived.  At the end of my street, they had made a
“sanitary” cordonKKK=and a Vietnamese Scout was part of it.)
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The Japanese had encouraged schooling in Hong Kong, but passive
resistance and dodging of regulations were prevalent.  In early 1943, six months
after local schools were officially re-started, there were only 3,200 students,
compared to 110,000 before the war.  The Education Department had adopted
various measures to boost attendance, ranging from providing scholarships to
inserting lottery-tickets into textbooks, with little success.  Having said this, it
should be noted that the systematic provision of scholarship for poor children
to attend regular schools was a progressive step which the two Chinese Councils
created by the occupation authority could justly be proud of.  By September
1943, around 1,000 pupils had benefited from this scheme.

After taking over, the Japanese had indicated that a future goal of social
education would be to organize a Hong Kong Youth Corps to train young
people.  However, perhaps because of the strongly pro-China and nationalistic
nature of the pre-war Hong Kong Scout Movement, the passive resistance
and low response rates to official schooling, the presence of many and more
pressing demands, or the increasingly difficult military situation, the Japanese
occupation authority never did get around introducing Japanese-style Scouting
in Hong Kong, as it did elsewhere.  The former Hong Kong Boy Scouts
Association Headquarters on Garden Road was simply taken over by the
Japanese soon after the occupation, and eventually “stripped of everything,”
including all the supplies, records, and even the floor itself.
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